
INSTALLATION  PROCEDURE  -  SCREENED CONSOLIDATION POINT 

(with and without mount bracket) 
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Cable Stripping 

Using a rotary cable stripping tool, make a light circumferential 

score in the cable sheathing at the position of the mark “A”, taking 

extreme care not to cut through the sheath and damage the 

screening. 

 

Remove the sheath by gently pulling the sheath with one hand, 

whilst holding the cable firmly with the other. It may not be possible 

to remove 100mm of sheathing in one operation. In this case, it is 

necessary to remove the sheath in two smaller sections 

 

Cut any braid or overall foil screen back until an exposed length of 

15mm remains. Trim the polyester tape level with the screens. 

MAINTAIN THE FOILS AROUND EACH PAIR. Wrap the drain 

wire around the foil screen back towards the sheath, remove 

excess drain wire. 

Cover removal 

To remove cover press both highlighted 

areas inwards then upwards as show in the 

diagram to the left. 

Cable Preparation 

Take the cable identified for termination at 

port 01 (terminal block on the RIGHT hand 

side of the PCB when viewed from the rear), 

and lay it in its final position, ensuring that it 

is not pulled taut. 

 

Ensure the cable reaches beyond the front of 

the consolidation point. 

  

Mark the cable sheath at a position “A”, 3mm 

from the edge of the PCB. 

 

Make a second mark (position “B”) 15mm 

from the first towards the cable end “C”. 

 

Cut off surplus cable approx 100mm from the 

first mark.  
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!  The CP should be earthed, if local regulations require, using the earth TAB  on the rear of the assembly 
 

!  Repeated use of the impact tool on one connector will cause damage to the panel and possible premature failure. 
 

!  These CP’s must not be exposed to weathering elements. 
 

!  Do not connect any part of the Brand-Rex 10GPLUS cabling system to mains voltage electricity. 
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Cable Installation 

Insert the first cable into the consolidation point. If the 

consolidation point is supplied with a mounting bracket, 

secure the cables in the positions shown using cable ties. 

Termination of Pairs 

Line up the conductors with the correct colour code. Note: the 

conductors should be laid into the terminations from right to 

left so that the surplus wire is cut away from the left hand 

edge.  

 

For optimum performance it is vital that the twist in the pairs 

and individual foils are maintained right up to the termination 

block. 

 

Place the correct terminating bit into the impact insertion tool 

(LSA)  before punching down each wire in turn. The cutting 

side of the tool is identified, ensure that it is the correct way 

round before punching down the conductors as the tool 

automatically cuts the wires as it inserts them. 

 

To complete the screening/earthing of the panel, fit the RFI 

module covers. 

568A 568B 

8 - Brown 8 – Brown 

7 - Brown/White 7 - Brown/White 

6 – Orange 6 – Green 

3 - Orange/White 3 - Green/White 

2 – Green 2 – Orange 

1 - Green/White 1 - Orange/White 

4 – Blue 4 – Blue 

5 - Blue/White 5 - Blue/White 


